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Abstract

source, processing applied, and precision).
One kind
of metadata which needs special attention is the data
derivation information, i.e., how data are generated.
In scientific databases, data may be classified into two
categories: base data and derived data. By base data,
we mean those data obtained from well known sources
outside the system. Base data are well understood
and accepted by most scientists. Base data may be
provided by a variety of standard agencies, government
departments, research institutions, or generated by the
scientists themselves. By derived data, we mean data
obtained by scientists in their research by applying some
algorithms on base data’. Unlike base data, derived
data are not well understood. One important objective
for the efficient management of scientific information is
to be able to build on pre-existing knowledge, by sharing
both base and derived data.
The. potential for management appears in many
aspects of scientific investigations. The first and most
intuitive aspect is data management, stemming from
the increasing volume and types of data.
Second,
there is a growing need to manage the algorithms
to be applied to the data.
As there are standard
mathematics and statistics libraries available to the
general scientific community, so too there should be
common and consistent algorithms for all components
To accomplish this requires the
of data analysis.
development of methods to manage the development,
evolution, verification, and dissemination of algorithms.
A third focus of management is in the scientific
experiments themselves. The view of some types of
investigation as iterative refinement dictates a need to

One important
aspect of scientific data management is
metadata management. Metadata is information about data
(e.g., content, source, processing applied, precision). One
kind of metsdata which needs special attention is the data
derivation information, i.e., how data are generated.
In our application domain of geographical information systems (GIS) and global change research, we view scientific
objects according to three different extents: spatial, temporal, and derivation. While the spatial and temporal extents
have been studied and formal semantics to those extents
proposed, derivation semantics have been ignored.
This paper presents a framework for capturing
and
managing scientific data derivation histories as implemented
in the Gaea scientific database management system. We
focus on how Gaea handles metadata and propose to extend
current semantic modeling and object-oriented
technology
with special constructs:
concepts, processes, and tasks.
Concepts are used to capture entity sets with imprecise
definitions. A process captures the derivation procedure of
a specific scientific object class, while a task is the instance
representing the derivation of a scientific data object. We
believe that this framework,.useful for GIS and global change
studies, generalizes well to other scientific fields.

1 Introduction
There are several issues in scientific databases which
make conventional database techniques insufficient to
achieve the goals of data integration and data sharing
[8, 14,411. One of these issues is metadatamanagement.
Metadata is information
about data (e.g., content,
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monitor the progression of experiments
future directions
of highest potential.

to best identify

Experiment
management also helps avoid unnecessary duplication of
experiments and may encourage the reuse of aspects of
previously performed experiments in the design of new
‘One
example,
imagery

Conference
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user’s derived
data may be another’s
base data.
For
cloud cover maps may be derived
data for a satellite
scientist,
but base data for a climatologist.

ones. Finally, to facilitate the dissemination of results,
external confirmation,
and verification, some form of
management is needed. Some branches of science have
already identified this need, with. standard formats for
distributing data and reporting experimental results.
In geographical information systems (GIS) and global
change research, studies involve gathering many forms
of scientific data. This diversity ranges from tabular
rainfall or census data to satellite imagery, such as Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR),
LANDSAT Thematic Mapper (TM) or SPOT, and vector based cartographic data. In these investigations, scientists may evaluate many classification schemes (principle components, maximum likelihood, linear mixture
modeling), and pePform experiments over diverse regions at different periods of time. Comparison of regions
with similar climatic, socio-economic, or geographic
characteristics may reveal heretofore undiscovered relationships or trends. However, inconsistencies between
different classification methods may prompt the development of entirely different techniques baaed on different types of data.
Different scientists may employ different methodologies or apply different algorithms to reach the same objective. In order to make use of the results or data
obtained by other scientists, we must have a full understanding of the data derivation history - how they
are produced. It is only when such metadata are available that shared data can be meaningfully utilized and
interpreted.
Consider the following simple scenario: two scientists
are working on detecting the changes in vegetation index
in Africa between 1988 and 1989. One may subtract the
NDV12 of 1988 from that of 1989, while another divides
the NDVI of 1989 by that of 1988. In this case, if only
the resultant images are stored (as in common GIS such
as IDRISI and GRASS [ll, 36]), there is no way to share
and compare the produced data unless the derivation
procedures are known to both scientists.

derive new data, which are added to the knowledge pool.
Therefore, it is of absolute necessity to manage the data
derivation history in scientific databases.
In this paper, we investigate this problem and propose
a framework for the management of derived data. This
framework is being implemented in the Gaea kernel, a
spatio-temporal DBMS for global change research [18].
We focus on how Gaea handles metadata, and provide a
general framework for the management of scientific experiments and procedures. Our contribution parallels
other efforts such as [4, 7, 323, while addressing limitations of current systems such as [ll, 361. We propose to extend current semantic modeling and objectoriented technology with special constructs: concepts,
processes3, and tasks. Concepts are used to capture
entity sets with imprecise definitions.
A process captures the derivation procedure of a specific object class,
while a task is the instance representing the derivation
of a specific scientific data object. We believe that this
framework, useful for GIS and global change studies,
generalizes well to other scientific fields.
Section 2 contains an overview of the architecture
of the Gaea data analysis and management system
under development at Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
We concentrate on the relevant metadata management
portion of the Gaea kernel. Section 3 discusses the
relationships of our work to previous or current research
projects. In Section 4 we provide a critique of our
approach, while we summarize this work and discuss
future directions in Section 5.

2 Metadata
System

Management

in the Gaea

Gaea is a prototype spatio-temporal DBMS currently
under implementation
at WPI. We have chosen to
implement the first prototype on top of the Postgres
3rd Generation DBMS [38]. We picked Postgres mainly
because it provides us with a flexible ADT facility and
the capability of dynamically extending our system with
new analysis functions and data types. The goals of the
Gaea system are to provide:

It should be observed that the above problem does
Data stored in a
not exist in business databases.
business database are based on descriptions about an
existing enterprise, which are commonly accepted by
all the users of the database.’ This is reflected by the
global schema in a business database. In a university
administration
database, for example, the data stored
for a student object is not affected by the way the
information is obtained or who has put the information
into the database. In scientific environments, individual
researchers may share some information but manipulate
it using different algorithms or ad hoc experiments to

1. an integrated environment for the manipulation
complex spatio-temporal objects,

of

2. a visual programming environment and user interface specifically designed for global change studies,
3. an encapsulation of the global change research process which may be generaliaable to other scientific
disciplines, and
3Here we use the term process to refer to its general definition
as understood
in the scientific
community
and not necessarily
as
perceived
in the field of Computer
Science.

‘NDVI
is the normalized
difference
vegetation
index.
It is a
qualitative
measure
of vegetation
derived
from AVHRR
satellite
imagery
data.
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4. most importantly, a metadata manager for the management of scientific experiments and procedures,
providing the capabilities of data sharing, reproducibility of experiments and capturing the semantics of derived data.

procedure followed in the generation of new or existing
complex objects.
Metadata management in Gaea is based on the
extension of the object-oriented technology with the
following constructs: concept, process, and task. Those
concepts are introduced within our discussion of the
metadata manager of Gaea, which consists of three
layers: the low level data types/operators manager, the
high level experiments manager, and the “liaison layer,”
which is the derivation semantics manager (Figures 1
and 2).

The architecture of the Gaea prototype is shown in
Figure 1. The system is divided into two parts: the
visual environment and the Gaea kernel which interfaces
with the Postgres DBMS. The visual environment is
presented and discussed in [40]. We concentrate on the
description of the Gaea kernel, specifically the portion
of the metadata manager that involves the management
of the semantics of derived data.
---------------------------------------------,
:
I
I
VISUAL ENvIROI
I
I.----------

2.1.1

:
I

___________--_--________________________-----.
I
t

Meta-DataManager

EdInterpretor

P.VSCI

EXlXUtCW

Optimizer

I
I
I

I

Figure 1: Gaea System Architecture

2.1

The

Three

Semantic

Semantics,
Level

or the

This level records the information that is necessary for
the understanding of a specific experiment.
In global
change research, it is difficult to agree on carefully designed experiments. The Gaea kernel supports experiments through the experiment manager module of the
metadata manager. The experiment manager is capable
of manipulating conventional semantic modeling constructs [20]. In addition, we introduce the notion of
concepts, which may either be base data or data derived
from other data according to any of several well-defined
algorithms.
A general definition of a concept
is a representation
of a spatio-temporal
entity set, extended with an
imprecise definition.
Concepts are very common in
scientific databases. In the context of geographical
information systems and global change research, one can
effectively cite many examples of concepts.
PERSON is an entity set as defined by the ER
model [6], and may be considered a concept with a
well defined and agreed upon meaning. But can we
define what a DESERT or DESERTIC REGION is?
According to [5], an acceptable definition of a desert
must include consideration of the following factors: the
amount of precipitation
received, the distribution
of
this precipitation
over a ‘calendar year, the amount
of evaporation,
the mean temperature
during the
designated period, and the amount and utilization of
the radiation received. Furthermore, every one of those
factors may have different metrics: for example dryness,
related to precipitation, can be measured by the Aridity
Index, a Quotient of Dryness or the Radiational Index
of Dryness [5]. So a DESERTIC REGION is an entity
set whose definition may differ from one user to another.
In the above example, definitions of concepts inherently cover the spatial as well as temporal dimensions.
Other similar examples can be drawn on the concepts
of CLOUDS or CLOUD COVERAGE.
Another well
known imprecise entity is the concept of watersheds [39].
In semantic modeling [20, 281, concepts are modeled
as derived entities where the derivation rules are

I

~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~______________I

High Level
Experiment

Layers

We view scientists as manipulating objects following
For example, in global change
orthogonal extents.
studies, objects have spatial as well as temporal extents.
Although these two extents may be correlated, scientists
retrieve and manipulate “scientific objects” by viewing
those extents as orthogonal.
The semantics of the
spatial dimension [12, 13, 16, 271 as well as those
of time [l, 24, 33, 35, 371 have been the subject of
much research over the last decade. A third extent
that has not received much attention so far is the
data derivation extent, which deals with the derivation
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Figure 2: The three semantic layers in Gaea
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uniquely specified and agreed upon. That is not the
case in our application domain. We regard concepts as
entities that “inherently”
mean the same to any user
when considered at the highest level of abstraction, but
whose derivations may (and probably will) differ from
one user to another.
At this high level of abstraction, we model deserts
with a specialization hierarchy4 as in Figure 2. This
hierarchy does not capture the relationships between
other concepts involved in the definitions of deserts.
While general relationships can be provided using the
well proven semantic modeling technology, semantics
for data derivation are necessary. For example, hot
trade-wind deserts refer to areas of high pressure with
rainfall less than 250 mm/year, while ice or snow deserts
refer to polar lands such as Greenland and Antarctica
[26]. Essentially, class/subclass hierarchies are not
sufficient to provide a clear view of the interrelationships
of these “concepts.”
While inheritance can be used,
specialization attributes are derived according to a
specific scientific procedure, referred to as a “process,”
which provides the basis for the derivation semantics
layer described next.
Although we have been treating “concepts” informally at this point, we note that it is possible to formalize this notion. Jumping ahead a bit, each type of
base data and each process for deriving data defines a
unique class; a concept is simply a set of classes. It is
possible to create silly concepts, such as the union of
the CLOUD and CENSUS classes, but we leave it to
the user to avoid such.

cell-x
= float4;
// pixel
size in x
cell-y
= float4;
// and y directions
resolution
= f loat4;
data = image;
// image data type
SPATIAL EXTEBT:
spatialextent
= box; // bounding box
TEMPORALEXTENT:
timestamp = abstime; // absolute
time
DERIVED BY: unsupervised-classification
>
The retrieval functions such as area(landcover)
and
timestamp(landcovar)
are automatically defined. (In
most relational systems, such functions are specified
with dot notation, such as area.landcover).
The derivation semantics layer records the derivation
relationship among classes of data. Such relationships
can also be used for the generation of new data objects
in a class. Typically, when data are not stored in
the database, we may generate the needed data with
the help of such derivation relationships.
The basic
constructs used are:
1. Process: represents the description of a scientific
procedure used for the generation of new concepts
from other concepts.
2. m:
The instantiation of a process with input data
objects is called a task. Every task will generate a
set of objects (most of the time just one) for the
output class.
Formally, a process defines a mapping between a
set of input object classes and an output object class.
Essentially, the outcome of a process is a unique class
which is a member of a concept. Thus object classes
which do not represent base data are solely defined by
their derivation process. In this way a process captures
the semantics of data derivations.
One can specify a process to be primitive or compound. A compound process is a network of intercommunicating processes. A primitive process is one that
cannot be decomposed into a structure of other intercommunicating processes. It is composed of a network
of basic operators that define the transformation from
the input classes into the output class. Operators are
part of the ADT facility in the low level semantics layer
and operate on individual primitive classes (refer to Section 2.1.3).
In Figure 2, C2, which is a member of the concept
“hot trade-wind desert,” is derived using process P2,
while process P5 derives C5. P5 might be an interpolation process which derives the same concept from itself,
but using class C2.
Let us consider a database consisting of Landsat TM
satellite imagery of the earth as base data. One can

2.1.2 Derivation
semantics level
Once a full concept structure is developed within the
high level semantic layer, the leaves of such a structure
are mapped to a set of non-primitive
classes in the
derivation semantics layer. This is shown in Figure 2 as
the dashed lines expanding the concept of “hot tradewind desert” to the set of (non-primitive)
classes (C2,
C3, C4, C5). A no th er example is shown as the concept
NDVI mapping to the class set (C6) and Vegetation
Change Mapping to the set of classes {C7,C8}.
In our implementation,
concepts are represented
by a set of non-primitive
classes encapsulated with
automatically
defined (retrieval) functions on their
attributes. For example, the structure of a nonprimitive
class landcover is defined in Gaea as:
CLASS landcover
(
ATTRIBUTES:
area = charl6;
ref-system
= charl6;
ref-unit
= chari6;
*Hierarchies

can be general

//
//
//
//
directed

Land cover
area name
long/lat.
UTH . . .
meter, degree . . .
acyclic

graph

structures.
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define the derivation of land-cover classification as a
grouping of the remotely sensed data into land cover
classes based on their similarity. The input data class
could be remotely sensed and rectified Landsat TM data
and the output class is LAND-COVER.
This process
is illustrated in Figure 3 and represents P20 in Figure
2. This example shows a definition of a process as
consisting of:

Cl

unsupervised
classification

Rectified
Landsat TM

Land-cover

DEFINE PROCESS
P20
c20
OUTPUT
ARGUMENT ( bundi SETOF Cl )
TEMPLATE {
ASSERTIONS:
card(bands)=3;
// need three bands
common ( bands.timestamp );
common ( bandsspatlalextent );
MAPPINGS:

1. A process name to identify the process.
2. An output (non-primitive)
class: a derived nonprimitive class is defined uniquely by the outcome of
a process. The user needs to supply the output class
name. The structure of the ouput class is captured
in the class definition from the mapping provided in
the TEMPLATE
section of the process definition.

C20spatialextent = ANYOF bamkspatialextent;
C2O.timestamp = ANYOF bamktimestamp;

3. Arguments: the set of input classes from which the
output class is derived.
The attributes of these
classes are part of the mapping definitions in the
TEMPLATE.

CZO.numclass = 12;
CZO.data = unsuperclassify ( composite ( bands ), 12 );
1

4. TEMPLATE:
this is the part that defines the input
to output mapping between the attributes of the
classes involved in the process. It consists of a
set of ASSERTIONS and the actual MAPPINGS.
Assertions are conditions on the input classes. They
correspond to constraints and guard rules which
need to hold before a process can be applied.
Mappings are the transfer functions that are used
to derive the attributes of the output class from the
attributes of the input classes.

Figure 3: Derivation
cation

Process for Unsupervised

Classifi-

A simple example of a task is the derivation of the
land use classification for January 1986 for Africa. This
involves a query on the LAND-COVER
class, which
translates into a conventional retrieval if the data have
been precomputed; or into the retrieval of the proper
Landsat TM spatio-temporal objects, followed by the
application of the unsupervised classification process
(P20). The actual mechanism used for such a query
is briefly discussed in Section 2.1.5
It should be noticed that different users may use the
same derivation method but with different parameters.
For example, one scientist may choose to derive a
desertic region based on rainfall less than 250mm, while
another one chases 200mm for the same parameter. We
make the assumption that the same derivation method
with different parameters represents different processes.

In the example of Figure 3, class C20 has four attributes: the spatial extent C2O. spatialextent,
the
temporal extent C2O. timestamp, the number of land
cover classes C2O.numclass, and raster image data
C20. data. The extents are invariantly transferred from
the input classes, while the image data is derived using the functional application of the image operators:
unsuperclassify0
and composite()[lO].
The assertions using the rule common0 make sure that the spatiotemporal extents of the input classes are the same or
overlap.
In this process the significant operation is applied just
on the image itself. Other attributes such as timestamp
and spatialextent
are transferred invariantly.
This
is typical of most processes defined in Gaea. For
most cases, the spatial extent will be the same. An
example of a concept whose spatio-temporal extents do
not map invariantly can be built around cloud coverage,
hurricane or storm movements, or principle component
analysis for change detection as described in Section
2.1.3.

2.1.3

System

Level

or Low

Level

Semantics

The system level semantics of Gaea is responsible for the
management of abstract data types (ADT). Following
the object-oriented paradigm [2], ADTs in Gaea are
primitive classes encapsulated with the methods or
functions applicable to them. In primitive classes, data
objects are value identified, i.e., the object identifier
for a data object is its value. Examples of primitive
classes are the integer, float, string and boolean class.
Changing the value of an object in a primitive class will
always lead to another object. In our prototype, the

6

low level semantics are handled by the ADT facility in
Postgres [38]. For example, the primitive class image is
defined in Gaea as:
External
Representation:
: “(nrous,
nclos, pixtype
Internal
struct
int
char
char

Representation:
(
nrou, ncol;
pixtype Cl61 ;
f ilepathCl281;
3

//
//
//

, f ilepath)

I’

# of rows & columns
pixel data type
full
path name

Where nrovs represents the numbers of rows and
ncols represents the numbers of columns in the image,
pixtype
is “char,” int2,” “int4,” “float4,” “float8;”
filepath
is the absolute path of the file that stores
the actual image data.
Following Postgres, functions on primitive classes are
called operators. They specify the different methods
that are applicable to the primitive classes. Example
operators on the image primitive class are:
img-nroa(image);
img-ncol(image);
img-typecimage);
img-filepathcimage);
img-size-eq(img1,

S

//
//
//

return # of rows
return # of columns
return a pixel’s
data type
// return the file
name
// uhich stores the data
img2);//
check if 2 image
// sizes are equal

Other, more specialized, analysis operators are shown
within the description of process P7 in Figure 2.
The mapping between the derivation semantics layer
and the system layer consists of the mapping of a
process as a transformation of a set of input classes
to an output class using operators that are applied to
primitive classes. For example, “vegetation change”
can be derived as either class C7 or C8. Consider C7
as derived using principle component analysis (PCA)
[31] which is part of process P7.
The mapping
between input and output attributes is shown in the
lower portion of Figure 2. It is observed that the
operator pca( > is a compound operator. It is composed
of a network of intercommunicating
operators, whose
structure is illustrated in Figure 4. This network
can be seen as a data flow network of functional
operators that are applied on primitive classes, such
as spatial coordinates, temporal attributes, and raster
images similar to the primitive image defined above. A
variation of this procedure, called standardized PCA
(SPCA), was described by Eastman [9]. In that paper,
“vegetation change” was derived using SPCA and
compared to the “same conceptual outcome” provided

by PCA. This experiment was conducted using the
IDRISI system through the manipulation
of raster
images. Using IDRISI, it is very difficult to duplicate
the experiment unless the user specifically knows the
procedure used and the operators applied. In the Gaea
system, such an experiment can be reproduced once
the derivation procedures are captured in the derivation
semantics layer.

convert-tmage-matrix

sr

linear-combination

“=c’o
SET OF m&x

SFT OF image

Figure 4: Principle component analysis

2.1.4

Observations

and Clarifications

Several things need to be clarified here:
1. A process can be thought of as an aggregation of one
or more operators. However, an operator itself is not
a process (remember that a process is defined among
non-primitive classes and an operator is defined on
a primitive class).
2. A compound process can be defined with other
processes. One such example might be land change
detection, as shown in Figure 5. A compound
process is merely an abstraction which can be used
to simplify a derivation relationship between object
classes. Thus a compound process cannot be directly
applied, but must be expanded into its primitive
processes before actual derivation takes place.
3. A new process may be defined by editing an old
process by the addition, deletion, or modification of
operators. In no case is the old process overwritten.
In summary, processes and operators are not at the
same level. In the Gaea system, operators encapsulate
primitive classes and are managed in the system level.
The process level manages the derivation semantics
of concepts represented by a set of non-primitive
classes. Concepts themselves are considered part of
the high level semantics layer, in which experiments are
managed.

Land-Cover

Land-Cover-Changes

2. Data interpolation (temporal or spatial). Interpolation can be used in many situations where data are
missing. It is a generic derivation process which is
applicable to many data types in many domains.
3. Data are computed, based on a derivation
ship.

relation-

Steps 2 and 3 are prioritized according to the user’s
needs.
The derivation relationship is expressed at two levels:

Figure 5: Compound Process: Land-Change Detection
2.1.5

Basic Functionality
Manager

of the

Class level: The class level derivation is expressed as
a process. It is a template that shows how the new
data will be generated. In some sense, a process
plays a similar role to that of a view definition in
relational databases.

Metadata

The three levels of the metadata manager are accessible
to the user according to the needs and requirements of
the application. For example:
1 Queries on concepts and, in the future, encompassing experiments, are handled through the high level
semantics layer. At this level, the user will select
and query reproducible or precomputed instances of
experiments. In the current version of Gaea, only
concepts are captured in the high level semantics
layer.
2. Users may interact with the derivation level by
choosing the processes applied to a set of concepts.
This enables users to study the meaning and compare instances of concepts according to their derivation procedures.
3. The low level semantics layer provides for the
extensibility
of the DBMS. Currently, we rely on
the features provided by Postgres through its ADT
facility.
Newly designed operators which apply
to primitive classes can be used in the design
of new derivation processes and the establishment
Furthermore, as shown in
of new experiments.
Figure 4, operators can be combined into a selfcontained compound operator that can be applied as
a primitive mapping function between two primitive
classes.
The availability of derivation relationships extends
the functionality
of database queries. The execution
of a database query which involves the retrieval of a
derived spatio-temporal concept is performed according
to the following sequence:
1. Direct data retrieval from the non-primitive
corresponding to the concept of interest.

classes

Data object level: The data object level derivation
will record the actual derivation relationship among
data objects. It is represented as a task, which is
recorded as a relationship among instances of nonprimitive classes.
2.1.6

Modeling
Nets

Class

Derivation

with

Petri

Petri Nets (PN)[29] h ave been used in various applications as a formalism for system modeling and analysis.
Some of the application areas of PNs are in performance
analysis [19], asynchronous systems modeling [30], and
hardware modeling [3, 171. In a different context, PNs
have also been suggested as a tool to model a database
system’ s behavior [21, 25, 341.
PNs provide a useful framework for describing the
derivation relationship among classes. Based on their
inferencing capability, PNs may be used for the modeling of class derivation in scientific databases as follows:
Every non-primitive class, which is a member of a concept, corresponds to a place in a PN, and every process
corresponds to a transition. Tokens in every place represent the data objects needed for the instantiation of a
process, i.e., the completion of a task.
Based on the PN representation,
we can apply
reachability analysis on the network to decide if a nonexisting object could be derived from existing data.
Some modifications are needed to adapt PNs to our
application:
1. In a traditional PN, when a transition is fired, the
tokens at the input places will be removed. In
our system this is not the case, as tokens (data
objects) used for derivation are permanent and can
be reused if necessary. Although such a situation
can be expressed by making sure that transitions
output to the same input places, we simplify the PN
by modifying the execution rules so that tokens are

not removed from input places upon the firing of a
transition.

1. An E-R diagram is basically a network structure,
while the derivation relationship actually defines a
hierarchical structure among data classes, which is
not obvious in an E-R diagram representation.

2. The number of inputs to a transition denotes the
minimum number of tokens needed to enable the
transition. When a transition is fired, more tokens
than the threshold may be used. For example,
for principle components analysis, two input data
images are enough, but more than two images are
usually used.

2. Derivation relationships are different from other
kinds of relationships in an E-R model.
The
input data classes and output class of a derivation
relationship cannot be directly mapped into the ER model. Furthermore, the constraints involved in
a derivation relationship cannot be expressed in the
E-R model.

3. In order to guarantee the integrity of data derivation, some form of relationship may be required
among the input data objects (tokens). For example, the same or overlapping spatial coverage may
be necessary. This can be expressed in the template
of a process as constraint rules and assertions. Only
when such relationships are satisfied, will the transition be enabled and fired.
We can apply the following
retrieve the data needed:

3. Compared with the E-R diagram, the PN we propose
to use expresses more semantics for a derivation
relationship. It shows not only the input and output
classes but also the constraints on a derivation
procedure. Those constraints are in the form of
guard rules that need to be satisfied for a derivation
to be applicable.
We have briefly shown how
PNs can also be used to generate derived data
automatically.
Furthermore, PNs can be used to
capture the control flow of the scientific computation
on hand.

recursive mechanism to

1. Attempt to retrieve the data from the target class.
If it exists, return;

3.2

2. Else back propagate the requirements through the
derivation net and apply this procedure to the input
class(es) of the derivation process. If input data
are available, fire the process to generate the needed
data; otherwise repeat this step.

to Other

Related

Work

in E-R

Functional

One popular method for functional modeling is Data
Flow Analysis [23]. In data flow analysis, an information
system is considered as a process that maps input data
to output data, and can be represented as a data flow
diagram. Then the transformation process is further
decomposed into subprocesses until each is basic enough
to be implemented with a piece of simple program.

Work

In this Section, we review other proposed mechanisms
that relate to our work, and make some comparisons.
3.1

vs.

Usually an information system is described by two
components: structure and function. In the structural
component, entities and their relationships are identified. This is also called a static view of the database
and forms the basis for schema definition. The dynamic
view (behavior) of the database is described in the functional component, which forms the basis for application
programs.

Using PNs, the above procedure can be formulated
as: given a final marking, try to find the initial marking
which can lead to this marking. This initial marking will
identify the specific data objects that can be retrieved
directly from the database.

Relationships

Management

One may find similarities between our work and functional modeling in the system analysis stage of business
database applications.
However they are different in
their purpose and the methods used.

3. The procedure is recursively applied until the needed
data are generated or back propagation stops at
some base class and we fail to find the needed data.

3

Derivation
Modeling

Modeling

Although functional analysis is also concerned with a
process, the purpose is different from that of derivation
management in scientific databases. A process in functional analysis is used to develop application programs,
while a process in our work is used to define derivation
relationships among data classes. In addition, a task,
the instantiation of a process, is of no interest in functional analysis, while it plays an important role in data

Markowitz [22] uses the extended E-R approach to
model both the functional and structural components
of an information system. The basic idea is to represent a process as a relationship and apply existential
constraints to express the partial order implied in a process. However, we do not believe that the E-R approach
is sufficient to represent derivation relationships among
data classes for the following reasons:
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derivation management. It is an individual task that
defines the derivation relationship among a set of data
objects.

etc. Essentially, standard
features are not provided.

2. Data sharing is almost impossible because there is
not enough meta information to describe how the
data are generated. (How can one deduce it from a
file name?)

In summary, functional analysis is concerned with
how to transform input data to output data, i.e.,
how to accomplish the task; while data derivation
management is concerned with how the data were and
will be generated, i.e., how the task was and will be
accomplished.
3.3

Related

Research

in Scientific

3. Scientists have to manage the analysis process
on their own, including the commands used and
intermediate data generated. This often takes the
form of awkward transcript files.

Databases

Experiment management is also the goal in [7]. The
problem is to model experiments in computational
chemistry, and the approach followed is based on the
object-oriented paradigm.
Cushing et. al. derived
a model that captures the interrelationships
between
the data, its source, methods and instruments used,
and other information relevant to the generation of the
data. They provide a mechanism for managing the
definition, preparation, monitoring and interpretation
of computational experiments.
We address the same
problem, but identify differences between experiment
management and data derivation management.
By
using different formalisms to model them, we have
introduced more semantics into our system.
Semantic networks are an appropriate tool to capture the relationships among a set of data objects. This
formalism has been used in the USD system [32]. Although their intention was to make use of the flexibility
of semantic networks to represent unstructured data, it
can also be adequately used to model an experiment.
The problem with semantic networks is that they might
become too complex with a large database system. In
addition, data derivation relationships are not explicitly
represented in the network.

4
4.1

A Critique
Limitations

4. It is hard to create abstractions of the analysis
process. When a procedure needs to be applied
to multiple data sets, the same steps have to be
repeated manually.
4.2

Features

in Gaea

The Gaea system overcomes the above problems by providing database support and metadata management.
Specifically, all data in Gaea are stored in the database,
thus data can be retrieved according to their descriptions. Furthermore, Gaea manages three levels of metadata; the experiment (concept), data derivation, and
system levels. This liberates the user from the burden
of managing the analysis process and makes data sharing possible. The analysis of data and its management
are integrated into the same environment.
The main advantages of metadata management in
Gaea are:
1. System level: All the primitive classes and their
operators are managed in a hierarchical structure.
Users can browse the hierarchy, look up appropriate
operators for specific primitive classes, or find the
primitive classes that have a specific operator.

of the Model
of Current

database management

Users are allowed to define new primitive classes
and/or new operators. This makes the Gaea system
an extensible system.

Systems

IDRISI [ll] and GRASS [36] are two GIS systems used
for global change analysis. Both systems are primarily
file-based, raster-oriented systems, although vector and
scalar data can be manipulated.
A typical working
scenario for either system is’to perform analysis with
sequences of commands that read data from input files
and store results into output files. The shortcomings of
such a working environment are apparent:

2. Data Derivation Level: The use of a derivation
process helps in understanding the semantics of
derived data. Reuse of previously defined analysis
processes is possible.Users can automatically derive
data not stored in the database, either through
interpolation or derivation.

1. A file name is the only identifier for stored data. As
a result, a user has to name the file appropriately
in order to recall it later, which is impractical when
there are a lot of data. Many other problems also
arise for such schemes, such as inadequacy for range
retrieval, inadvertent file overwrite by other users,

3. Experiment Level: General concepts, such as desertic regions, can be described. Experiments can be
reproduced, allowing rapid and reliable confirmation
of results. Information exchange among scientists
can be promoted.
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4.3

Limitations

It is important
system.

to pinpoint

the major limitations

The proposed framework has many potential long
term extensions: Derivation diagrams provide a knowledge acquisition environment that can be used for learning and automated derivation of scientific data. Data
derivation is currently captured as a mapping which is
composed of operators which can be applied locally. The
need to deal with processes that are not locally available
will be essential in the future. Furthermore, a process
may be in general non-applicative, that is a process may
consist of a mapping which is described by experimental
procedures that do not follow a well known algorithm.
We are currently planning long term research to deal
with those requirements.

of our

1. At this time, non-primitive
classes can only be
composed of primitive classes as provided within
POSTGRES. Although current scenarios for global
change research do not require the support of nonprimitive classes as attributes, future applications
may require this feature.
2. Another problem is that interaction cannot be
specified in the process definition. They are many
situations in global change analysis that require
the user to conduct the analysis process based on
the intermediate result [ll].
One can envision a
procedure followed by a scientist which demands
the specification or modification of input parameters
based on some temporary result visualized on the
screen. A typical example is supervised classification
[ll].
This process requires interaction with the
scientist before a task completes the derivation of the
output land cover classification data. We have not
yet developed methods to express such interactions
in a process.
We will address these limitations
of the Gaea system.

in future extensions

5 Conclusion

Work

and Future
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